Street Racket für eine bewegte Schule!
Street Racket, the new, innovative and very versatile Swiss
movement game brings healthy, social and fun activities to every
school – and far beyond. Street Racket transforms any surface into
a sports- and playground where people come together!

Street Racket makes good use of the
existing infrastructure, outdoors and
indoors. The courts can easily be done
by hand in a few seconds with some
chalk, paint, spray or duct tape and they
can vary in size to adapt to any given
surface. Do you want more intensity or
focus on accuracy? Would you rather
play on the ground or against a wall? It’s
your choice. Just draw your court and
play!
„Attention! Street Racket is a virus, it’s very contagious and dangerous. After the amazing
workshops lead by Street Racket founder Marcel Straub during our annual PE conference all the
participants are infected. They are thrilled about the simplicity and variety of the Street Racket
concept and they will certainly pass the virus on to their classes and students. This virus is
unstoppable! I have rarely seen our teachers so amazed during and after a workshop – Street
Racket was an absolute highlight of the 2018 PE conference in Germany. I recommend, I even urge
all my colleagues to implement Street Racket in their schools, no matter where they teach and no
matter how old the students are!”
Peter Pattke, President of Association of PE Teachers, Germany
Street Racket reaches out to all! We can move
anyone, anytime and anywhere in a very safe and
sustainable way. The many game forms can be
enjoyed alone, in pairs or in groups at any age and
any playing level. And it’s very easy to create exciting
variations of the game or come up with entirely new
forms! Once you’ve experienced the many positive
aspects of Street Racket you can infect your friends,
family and neighbours with the virus – and play
together wherever you like.
The simple but very effective rules are the key to
long rallies and rhythmic sequences of play and
action combined with ideal motorskill learning! Control and the mastery of some basic skills are the
key (Street Racket is not made for hard hitters), which is also essential for any other kind of racket
sport. That’s why Street Racket is the perfect instrument to engage girls WITH boys, the young WITH
the elderlies and top players WITH beginners. We promote equal opportunity and gender equality
and put the focus on cooperation before competition.
By now we have developed more than 200 ways of playing Street Racket along the basic rules, and
many more will follow.

While engaging in Street Racket, players will
benefit in many ways. The improvement of health
and motorskills as well as increasing overall
movement competence and body perception. The
experience of feelings of success, motivation and
belonging. The positive emotions of creating your
own game and then trying it out with others or
turning your schoolyard or backyard into your
own place of action all by yourself.
Street Racket is so much more than “just” another
racket and ball game….
Street Racket is very successfully fighting some of the
biggest health and social issues of our time.
INACTIVITY, OBESITY, DIABETES, MYOPIA, SOCIAL
ISOLATION and ACCIDENTS (through the decrease of
balance and coordination due to inactivity and lack of
training options). By doing so Street Racket can also
reduce the enormous expenses caused by these
problems on a potentially very large scale ….
As a squad member of the departement for education and sport for the city of Zurich, cofounder Marcel Straub was in charge of the centre for competence in physical education for
10 years, thereby promoting sustainable (school) sports. He was responsible for the physical
education programs of all 115 schools and created quality instruments for active schools
with his motivated team. Among other things, centre for competence in PE supported the
approximately 1,400 sports teaching teachers in their day-to-day work and created
professional teaching materials for practical implementation (such as the reknown “box for
competence” in physical education).
In combination with his long career as a racket
athlete (20 years in the Swiss Squash national team)
and a charitable mission to promote sports in a
developing country, Street Racket emerged. Since
March 2017, the married couple Rahel (lawyer) and
Marcel Straub are now fully dedicated to this
concept for broad movement and health promotion
free from entry barriers - and for all. They are
supported by a highly motivated core team and
many competent, specially trained instructors.
Many schools, clubs and other organizations have already implemented the concept and are
thrilled with the effects. We would also like to highly recommend the use of Street Racket at
your school or in your organization. It helps schools become a more active, healthy and
social place and increases the overall atmosphere and motivation for learning. And all of this
comes at very low costs and effort – and Street Racket can really be enjoyed by everyone.

No structures to set up or to build, no
special materials, no logistics, no
maintenance. Just draw and play! The
rules are simple, no special
infrastructure is needed, and you only
require a racket and a ball, as well as
chalk (or paint, tape, sports markers) to
make the courts. We are also happy to
advise you on a sustainable,
movement friendly room or open space
design at your school, such as
permanent courts (with street paint or special spray) or even for versatile, interdisciplinary
projects around the topic of Street Racket with some exciting daily or weekly modules.

Street Racket can be used in physical education, in the
free time, within the class or for the whole school, for
any kind of school events, for active breaks, for sports
days or for extra school sport and lessons after class.
Street Racket is also effective and innovative for
learning through movement. Lessons in mathematics,
language training and other subjects no longer take
place sitting still, while motivation, focus and
concentration decrease quickly, but in an active, social
and healthy way. A child should not and does not want
to be kept quiet for too long - with Street Racket those
important short movement sequences are
immediately possible.

“Very easy to organize, many
variations, convincing material
(rackets and balls). The Street
Racket workshops at our institution
have demonstrated the great
potential of this concept.
The movement games adapt quickly
and effectively to all levels. For the
use in schools I would like to point
out the rewarding implementation
of Street Racket for learning in
movement with a racket and a ball."
Roland Gautschi, Lecturer in Physical
Education and Sport, University of
Zurich

We would like to introduce you to
the various interesting
possibilities offered by Street
Racket in order to achieve a great,
positive effect on physical activity
and health in your school - with a
minimum of effort - for an active
and positive school atmosphere.
In general, the implementation of
Street Racket begins with an
active workshop for the school
team. As a result, every
participant can use Street Racket in his or her direct line of work with children and young
adults.
Our concept is based on years of experience in
sportsand health promotion and racket sports. The two
teaching books "Street Racket: Games, Exercises, Tricks
and Tips" and "Learning through movement with Street
Racket" help you to use Street Racket with all the
positive and sustainable effects for a daily portion of fun
& games, healthy activity and motorskill training. We
invite you to get an overview on our website
www.streetracket.net and we are always available for
your questions. In addition, we are constantly increasing
our team of motivated and skilled instructors around
the world so we can assist you directly in your area.
The original equipment (we recommend using the official material for the best effects),
teaching books and other support items (such as field markers or spare balls) are available in
the Street Racket Webshop and at selected retailers / partners.
Find out why many experts hope that Street Racket will continue to move the world ….
On our Blog (German/English) you will find some of the Street Racket highlights and current
developments (also sports for elderly people and people with a handicap and much more);
our Facebook page (www.facebook.com/nolimitstoracketsports) will provide you with the
latest pictures and impressions.
Let’s rock the street - „anyone, anytime, anywhere“!
Kind regards, Marcel & Rahel Straub
Your inventors and founders of Street Racket

M.& R. Straub
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